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 . For instance, it could be possible that the content of an element relies on the order of the elements. In this case, the element
position of a DOM Element has to be manipulated before. In HTML5, new web browsers automatically calculate the position of

the elements in the DOM. The position of the elements can be manipulated by the positioning properties or specific styling
rules. HTML5 offers the position: fixed and position: relative. The position: fixed tag is a shorthand for position: absolute; top:

0; bottom: 0; left: 0; right: 0. The position: relative is an alias for position: absolute; left: 0; top: 0; bottom: 0; right: 0. The
position: fixed will never move within the viewport of a web browser. The position: relative can move within the viewport,
depending on the position of the element. The position of the elements can be changed using the CSS properties: position:

absolute; left: 0; top: 0; bottom: 0; right: 0; position: relative; left: x; top: y; bottom: y; right: x; In the following example the
background of the paragraph is changed to red when the element is fixed or the position is relative. The web browser will never

display the paragraph with a red background because the paragraph is outside the viewport. Example 1 .header { position:
absolute; left: 0; top: 0; bottom: 0; right: 0; }.header h1 { color: red; } Example 2 .header { position: fixed; left: 0; top: 0;
bottom: 0; right: 0; }.header h1 { color: red; } The following example shows the element with the position: fixed in the

beginning and the element with the position: relative, which is shifted to the right. Example 3 .header { position: relative; left: 0;
top: 0; bottom: 0; right: 0; }.header h1 { color: red; } ## Positioning the Element The properties above change the position of
the element, but they do not allow you to place it on a specific position. For example, it is possible to place an element on the

left-hand or the right-hand side of the page. To place an element on a specific position on the page 82157476af
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